Walker's 2017 BreyerFest Rules
Horse Diorama Contest - Veteran's Day - In honor of our military
veterans - Contestants will create one military themed diorama using at
least one Breyer horse model.
Diorama Contest Rules:
1: One entry per person
2: All entries must be created using at least one Breyer model (any
scale)
3: All entries must stand upright on a table and fit entirely inside a
12" cube: including bases, stands and attachments.
4: Any medium, attachments and bases can be used as long as it
fits the size requirement above.
5: Entry must be accompanied by a 3"x5" index card with a
description on one side and name and age on the other.
6: All entries will be on display for the entire event. Winners will
be voted on and chosen at the end of the event.
Class Rules:
1: The first class will start at 10:30am
2: Contestants can enter more than one horse in the same class up to 4 horses.
3: Each horse entered in the class must have an index card with
the horses name and owners name for scoring purposes.
Class Schedule: Conformation Class
Trail Class
Drill Class
Costume Class

Conformation Class: Is the model put together like the breed it's
supposed to be? Are all the legs even, is the back too long? How is the
paint job holding up on the model? Is he in mint condition? Is he
covered in dust and scratches or absolutely pristine? Judges also
consider factory flaws like overspray, lint in the paint, and bent legs.
Trail Class: The horse and rider should be dressed in traditional western
gear. Horse should have a level headset like seen in a real trail class.
Contestant will maneuver the horse and rider around a traditional trail
course which may include things like opening gated, going over bridges,
backing through poles, etc. Contestants will be judged on how
effortlessly they maneuver horse and rider through the course, choice
of tack and apparel for horse and rider, and choice in a horse that looks
like it could actually be in a real trail class.
Drill Class: The horse and rider can be dressed in either western or
english gear. They will follow instructions from the judge ( walk, trot,
reverse, dismount etc) and be judged on how accurately they follow the
instructions.
Costume Class: This year's theme is military in honor of Veteran's Day.
This class can show off either Breyer or entrant made costumes. Each
contestant will be judged on their creativity and the overall look of the
costume. Originality is a plus!

